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Office of Civil Service Commission

he Honorable the Senate and House of Representatives in General
C

Section 2 of chapter 320 of the Acts of 1884, “ An act to
improve the civil service of the Commonwealth and the cities
thereof,” provides, among other things, that the civil service
commissioners “shall from time to lime suggest to the general
court such legislation as may
for the efficient carrying out
and for the improvement of ti

seem to them to be desirable
f the principles of this act,
civil service.”

Pursuant to this authority and in support of the recoin-

mendation of the Governor in his recent message, the com-
missioners request an appropriation of $12,000 in addition
to the regular general appropriation for the ensuing year, to
be expended, so far as necessary, under their supervision,
in the extension of the civil service labor rules and system

orers in all the cities of tluto the employment of public 1
Commonwealth.

The civil service act provides
prepare rules for the selection
also “lor the selection of oers

that the commissioners shall
of persona to fill offices, and
ms to be employed as labor-
>f the Commonwealth and of
justices of the supreme judi-

the selection of persl
ers or otherwise in the service
the several cities thereof.” The
cial court in 1885 advised the House of Representatives that
the commissioners could make rules for the city of Boston
differing from those applicable to other cities. (Opinion of

(Jknumcmißcaltl) of illaosacijusctte.
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Justices, 138 Mass. 601.) The commissioners, under this
recognition, devised a method of classifying and selecting
public laborers, free from political, religious or personal in-
fluences, and restricted its operation to the city of Boston.
The scheme was novel and tentative. It was the first at-
tempt ever made to apply civil service rules to the labor
service. For that reason, and owing to a limited appropria-
tion, it was deemed advisable to confine the new system of
employment to the city of Boston, where the number of la-
borers was the greatest (some 4,000) and a call for a reformed
method the strongest. The success of that part of the work
of the commissioners is shown by the fact that no desire to
change it has ever been expressed, that the system has been
in successful operation since March, 1885, and that constant
pressure is made upon the commissioners to extend it to
other cities. At the close of the first year, Mayor O’Brien
said of it: “I can certainly testify that it has been a great
relief to the city of Boston that the civil service commis-
sioners have taken care of the laboring population. No
men have been more abused than the laborers. They have
been made the tools of political tricksters, and with civil
service reform enforced they are no longer in the hands of
political tricksters.”

Succeeding mayors have confirmed the success of the
ystem. In an average of ten years, less than two-fifths of

one per cent, of persons certified for labor have been dis-
charged for cause.

The labor system inaugurated by the commissioners was
applied to the national navy yards under the administration
of President Harrison. The assistant secretry of the navy,
Mr. Soley, wrote in 1892: “The plan adopted resembles
closely the system in use in Boston regulating the employ-
ment of labor upon city work . . . The testimony to the
improved efficiency, rapidity and economy of work in navy
yards since the adoption of the new system is universal.”

Confidence in this method of employing public labor is
shown by its extension to other cities in the Commonwealth.
The rule was first confined to Boston. Later, Cambridge
by her city council requested its application to her labor
service. This required an amendment to the rule, and the
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commissioners thereupon prepared, and the governor and
council approved, what is now civil service rule XLIY., pro-
viding that all male laborers and mechanics in the employ of
any city shall be included in the classified service, and that
the commissioners may from time to time provide for the
registration and certification of such employees in any city,
and they may in their discretion discontinue such registration
and certification in any city, whenever such city shall fail to
appropriate such sum of money as, in their opinion, is neces-
sary to provide for the full enforcement of the rules relating
to the labor service.

This is the present law. Under it the commissioners have
discretion to extend the system to any or all of our cities.
No legislation to give additional authority is needed. In
the exercise of their discretion, the commissioners have ex-
tended the application of this rule only to those cities which,
through their official representatives, have requested the
application and made appropriation of a sufficient sum to
pay the expense. Under these conditions the civil service
system was applied to the labor service of Cambridge in
1889, to New Bedford in 1891, to Newton in 1894. The
city of Everett has recently requested the adoption of the
system. Repeated and earnest requests have been made
to the commissioners by citizens of other cities to give to
their cities the benefit of a classified labor service, employ-
ment in which should be regulated by civil service rules.
It seems to the commissioners that the time has arrived for
this forward step in civil service reform. It requires merely
a sufficient appropriation. In the thirty-two cities, includ-
ing Boston, it is probable that there are about 15,000 public
laborers, the number varying with the season. If it be
assumed that the annual pay of each is $5OO, this means an
aggregate expenditure from municipal treasuries of $7,500,-
000. As a rule, a city laborer is better paid than a private
employee for similar work, so that city labor has a special
attraction. It will require a small fraction of one per cent,
of this annual expense to place the labor service of all the
cities under civil service regulation. The Commonwealth
has already recognized the system and established the
central machinery for its enforcement. Last year, by
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chapter 376 of the Acts of 1895, the office of registrar of
labor was created, with the duty of supervising the labor
rules and regulations under direction of the civil service com-
missioners. The incumbent of that office has had ten years
of experience in applying the labor rules and system in Boston,
and is amply qualified to act as the officer of the commissioners
in establishing the system in our other cities. This will
require a local clerk or registrar to receive and record appli-
cations for labor, and, upon requisition from the employing
officer, to certify names in accordance with the tests and
preferences established by law. This duty can probably be
performed by some city officer, selected by the commission-
ers, and in whose impartiality and ability they have confi-
dence, at an annual compensation of a few hundred dollars.
It is probable that the annual cost of the administration of
the labor system to our cities will not exceed, upon an aver-
age, $3OO in each. Some additional clerks may be required
in the office of the supervising registrar of labor in Boston.

that this labor system can be
-two cities at an annual expense
d to assume the responsibility
the Legislature will make the

The commissioners believe
extended to all of our thirty
of $12,000, and are prepare
of making the extension, if
appropriation.

t as reason for the additionalThe commissioners sugge
appropriation:

First. It will, under civil service rules, enable the com-
missioners to regulate the employment of municipal labor
in all our cities. While the commissioners cannot control
dismissal from the service, or the conduct of the laborer
while employed, they can and will control admission to the
service, and see, so far as the law will allow, that appoint-
ment to it shall depend upon capacity in using the city pick
and shovel, rather than upon ability in controlling party
caucuses and committees.

Second. The application of the civil service rules to the
labor of all our cities will give to employing officers and
departments the same relief felt in cities where the system
now exists. In place of political or personal importunity
or pressure, there will be selection from a list certified by
the civil service commissioners. The head of a city depart-
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ment, instead of devoting his time to hearing applicants for
labor and their friends, can perform the duties of his office
in confidence that, when he needs competent laborers, they
will be furnished upon his requisition.

Third. The suggested extension of the labor system to
all our cities is an act of justice to the applicants for public
labor in each. Instead of dependence upon political activity
or personal influence, the capable citizen seeking public
labor will compete for it with knowledge that it will not be
awarded to him as a reward or personal gift, but because,
under the test provided by law, he is entitled to it. He will
stand in the same position as the applicant for a clerkship or
a position upon the police force.

Fourth. Such extension of the service practically puts
all the thirty-two cities of the Commonwealth upon an
equality, so far as civil service rules are concerned. No city
can claim that she is subject to exceptional regulation. The
same authority that prevents the arbitrary employment, for
political or personal reasons or services, of 4,000 laborers in
one city, will prevent similar action in every city of the
Commonwealth.

Massachusetts has taken the lead in providing that the
laboring man shall have equal advantage with the educated
clerk in gaining public employment upon his merits. The
civil service reform system adopted in 1884 recognized his
right. The appropriation requested will give it full effect.

Respectfully submitted,

CHAS. THEO. RUSSELL, Jr
ARTHUR LORD,
EDWARD P. WILBUR,

Civil Service Comniissione








